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Then run up next to his shield and use the #1 griffon attack on him to break his shield. Here are its masteries When you arrive at the bottom of the Teratohedron, follow the slanted pathway up that is filled with branded lightning strikes. Relic Preservation Materials Purchase from the Follower Xunn the heart vendor in the NE part of the map.
Writings of the Last Spearmarshal Vol 7 Top floor, the inner side of the circular ring.The tiled bookcases are just below it. Survival Supplies Get them from Tendaji the heart vendor by Diviner’s Reach for 25g. Also be prepared with 250 gold as you will need it for completing the collection (each map has two vendor items required for the collection that
costs 25g each). The heart is near the SE corner of the map. Cracked Vabbian Griffion Egg Fly straight from the roost and land close to the egg. Talk to Master Sergeant Shadi to start the achievement. Once you are at the shrine, go up a higher ledge and pick up the coin. It is inside the warehouse. If we use facing the balcony above the underwater
hidden room entrance as a reference and you are looking at it, this cache is to the left of it. Shadi’s Gloves – Interact with the Pile of Leaves on top of this rock pillar in Skimshallow Cove Shadi’s Boots – Talk to Veteran Chikkak and then attack him to make him drop the boots Shadi’s Armor – Near the Skimmer Ranch in the quicksand is a small cave.
She is located on the NW corner of the Elon Riverlands. Writings of the Last Spearmarshal Vol 10 Top floor, inner ring, where the diving goggles were for one of the story achievements. From the hero point, use your springer mount to jump on top of this little rock right above it. Open Skies: On Wings and a Pray Use Spearmarshal’s Plea to return to
the Sanctuary and then interact with the pedestal.You will be ported to a new instance where you have to fight a boss. Stone-Carving Tools Purchased from Awakened Servant Tooraj after completing the heart for 25g. The event is to Help First Spear Kitur recover his equipment and escape imprisonment. If you fell down the tower you can just use
springer 3 to get back up. You need to kill the elites in this instance for keys to unlock the chests that contains the pages. Interact with the Hermit’s chest at the back for the armor. You can fly straight from the Cracked egg using the provided griffon. Open Skies: Desert Highlands Video guide to all the Griffon eggs Warmed Mountain Griffon Egg –
0:00 Crusty Mountain Griffon Egg – 2:09 Rough Mountain Griffon Egg- 3:19 Vibrant Mountain Griffon Egg – 4:38 Damp Mountain Griffon Egg – 6:37 [youtube= Zaklem, the Rune of Loyalty For this rune you have to do the event by Kanuz Cache POI. The defense event will reward you with the item upon completion. Writings of the Last Spearmarshal
Vol 6 Using the balcony above the underwater hidden room entrance as a reference, these are just to the right of it behind a staircase on the ground floor outer ring. For reference, use the tiled bookshelves here in the background. Writings of the Last Spearmarshal Vol 8 On top of the tilted bookcases, you can glide to it from the top floor. Warmed
Coastal Griffon Egg This Griffon egg is on top of a very high rock/cliff not too far from entrance to Desert Highlands. The eggs are located on a tall pillar which you can get to by using the springer jump from lower pillars. Warmed Riparian Griffon Egg Left of Olishar’s Oasis Camp Waypoint, on top of that big tall rock. Writings of the Last
Spearmarshal Vol 2 Outer ring ground floor, this is opposite of the balcony above the hidden room. This will complete the Sunspear Sanctuary collection and start the Sunspear Wisdom collection. Virzuk, the Rune of Compassion You can get to it by jumping the wall right beside The Darklands waypoint to go directly to the shrine with helpful
Sunspear ghosts. Polished Vabbian Griffion Egg This egg is on one of the big shells a bit north of the Cracked egg right above The Hanging Gardens POI. It costs 25g. You can either enter the Sanctum of Nabkha area and just use Springer High Vault to climb the rocks near the mastery insight to get you high enough to glide over to the giant floating
platform. Writings of the Last Spearmarshal Vol 4 On the ground level of the outer ring. This is a griffon roost so you can ride the griffon to the next egg location. Open Skies: Sunspear Wisdom After finishing the Open Skies collection achievement for the 5 maps above, use your Spearmarshal’s Plea to return to the NPC and begin placing down all the
eggs and runes by interacting with the placeable icons. Make one more jump use your springer to reach the nest. Alternatively, you can go back to the griffon roost for warmed egg and just fly across to here, which is my favourite method. Writings of the Last Spearmarshal Vol 3 This is on the outer ring ground floor. Azure Riparian Griffon Egg You
can fly directly to this egg from the Griffon roost. Writings of the Last Spearmarshal Vol 9 On a balcony just above the underwater hidden room entrance. Then from that little rock, you are going to use the springer to get to the bigger rock that is just across and slightly above. The rune will be inside the event reward pop up chest. Go back to Shadi to
finish up the collection and talk to her to acquire the Rune of Honor. Open Skies: Elon Riverlands Video guide to all the Griffon eggs Warmed Riparian Griffon Egg – 0:00 Rocky Riparian Griffon Egg – 0:53 Azure Riparian Griffon Egg – 1:41 [youtube= Limwe, the Rune of Justice There is a group event chain that occurs around the Deadhouse on the SE
corner of the map. Ridged Coastal Griffon Egg Go back to the Griffon roost for warmed egg and just simply drop down on the south side of it until you see a Cliffside opening below with a nest. You will eventually see a Jackal portal. Ancient Sunspear Flags Purchase it from Dunkoro next to Lair of the Forgotten waypoint after completing the heart for
25 gold. Damp Mountain Griffon Egg Make your way to the area from Derelict Delve waypoint and then glide down to reach this egg. You can just camp the bounty boards in Destiny’s Gorge and hope he pops up soon. Icon of the Goddess Purchased from Priest Hakim who is the heart vendor by Temple of Kormir Waypoint. Use Springer high vault to
get up there. This guy goes immune every 25% HP so to break his immunity shield talk to one of the griffons and ride it. Warmed Mountain Griffon Egg This egg is next to the Griffon roost which you can get up using either Jackal 3 portal or just Springer 3 your way up. He will give you Spearmarshal’s Plea, which can be used later to teleport back to
his remains. You will escort her to Kanuz Cache for the defense event. Second Spear Nayrim will go into her house to prepare for the move to Kanuz Cache after the Diviner’s Reach city defense against Mordant Crescent pre-event is completed. The final event to defeat Warden Jabari will give the rune for the collection upon successful completion.
Dusty Coastal Griffon Egg There are a couple ways to reach this egg. Writings of the Last Spearmarshal Vol 1 Top floor, the outer side of the circular ring, near the dome of the balcony above the hidden room entrance. From that safe bubble, scale up the wall with your springer and make it to the vista and the safe bubble up top. This item costs 25g.
Open Skies: Crystal Oasis Video guide to all the Griffon eggs Warmed Coastal Griffon Egg – 0:00 Browned Coastal Griffon Egg – 1:30 Lustrous Coastal Griffon Egg – 2:19 Dusty Coastal Griffon Egg – 4:55 Ridged Coastal Griffon Egg – 6:50 [youtube= Gundayo, the Rune of Honesty You need to catch the Corrupted Facet legendary bounty which spawns
NE of the map near the Teratohedron. You will also need a springer mount with High Vault (Mastery Rank 3) ability. Otherwise jump down and use springer high vault to make it to the safe bubble on the other side. Mottled Canyon Griffon Egg Follow the path east of The Darklands Waypoint Open Skies: Domain of Vabbi Video guide to all the Griffon
eggs Warmed Vabbian Griffion Egg – 0:00 Cracked Vabbian Griffion Egg – 1:17 Polished Vabbian Griffion Egg – 2:04 Ruddy Vabbian Griffion Egg – 2:47 Charged Vabbian Griffion Egg – 3:41 [youtube= Yasfahr, the Rune of Sacrifice This rune drops an event that spawns close to Vehtendi Academy waypoint. A guide to unlock the Griffon mount in Path
of Fire. If you have the Jackal Mastery Rank 3 ability, use it to shortcut to the other side. Maps don’t work here and the whole room is circular so the only point of reference we have is this balcony above the hidden room entrance (underwater below it). Warmed Vabbian Griffion Egg Use the Spearmarshal’s Plea item in your inventory to be teleported
to the Yahnur Plateau area of Vabbi. If you can’t get in this way, you can use your springer and jump in. Browned Crystal Griffon Egg You can fly to here from Warmed Coastal Griffon Egg using the griffon or just glide here.It is on top of a mesa overlooking Hatari Tablelands. Lustrous Coastal Griffon Egg You can find this egg atop the Teratohedron
which is in the Maculate Fringe area. A new portal will open up and port you to the library. Guard Bribe Purchased from Professor Nazimi after completing the heart for 25g. Start from the Vehtendi Academy Waypoint in the Domain of Vabbi which is in the SE area of the map and follow the path. Ruddy Vabbian Griffion Egg You can glide from the
roost, it is on a big branded outcropping near Resplendent Trace Charged Vabbian Griffion Egg Can glide to here from the Ruddy egg. Redeemer Kossan is the NPC that will start the event so you just have to stand next to him and wait for him to start the event. She should then re-appear and move out 20 minutes later. Sunspear Tithe Purchased from
Priestess Karima who is the heart vendor east of Amnoon. Rocky Riparian Griffon Egg Egg is on top of some tall pillars. Map to the Outpost Purchase it from Ebele the heart vendor just east of Olishar’s Oasis Camp Waypoint for 25g. Crusty Mountain Griffon Egg This egg is on top of one of the Godfell Towers. Vibrant Mountain Griffon Egg Make way
your way to the general area and then just springer up the rocks to reach the egg at the top with a bunch of hostile griffons. Prayer Lights Purchase it from Kisha near Bonestrand waypoint after completing the heart for 25g. One of the pillars is part of the titled bookshelves. Once the boss is dead, you will be rewarded with the Griffon mount. This
should put you in a position where you can see the griffon nest. Writings of the Last Spearmarshal Vol 5 Using the balcony above the underwater hidden room entrance as a reference, this chest is left of it on a spiral staircase on the ground floor outer ring. Warmed Canyon Griffon Egg Coming from The Scourgeway waypoint, follow the path and then
climb up on the left with the springer and keep going up until you reach the top with the roost. Giwebo, the Rune of Humility There is a group event to defeat the Champion unbound djinn on the SW corner of the map, defeat him and you will get the rune from the reward chest. You should be in the plateau area now and make your way to Remains of
the Last Spearmarshal to start the collection. You can use the griffon from the roost to fly there. He is in the NW corner of the map. Go to the Tomb of Primeval Kings and interact with the wall at the end. To get to it, go up to the headmaster’s office POI (top floor of the academy) and there should be fake bookcase/door that leads further in (2nd
bookshelf from the left if it isn’t open already). It is a patrol event that can be done with as few as 1-2 players. [toc] Getting Started To start with this collection, you will need to finish the main storyline for Path of Fire. Shadi’s Helm – Interact with the Pile of Equipment inside the Branded cave. Go all the way up until you are at the hero point. Golsah,
the Rune of Honor For this you have to complete the achievement Equipment Tracker, which requires you to find Shadi’s various items. Open Skies: The Desolation Video guide to all the Griffon eggs Warmed Canyon Griffon Egg – 0:00 Dark Canyon Griffon Egg – 1:33 Pale Canyon Griffon Egg – 2:12 Mottled Canyon Griffon Egg – 3:26 [youtube=
Ashhe, the Rune of Valor There is an event that starts at the heart by The Darklands Waypoint. Pale Canyon Griffon Egg This is on top of a rock spire near The Scourgeway waypoint. It is on top of the tower right below the vista. Shadi’s Sword – Near Shadi, kill the Veteran Water Djinn to get the sword. Rough Mountain Griffon Egg Follow the path
from the Highjump Ranch waypoint and springer your way up. Enormous Supply of Bird Feed Purchase from Groffmok the heart vendor near Lifeblood Ravine. You can get up with springer mount High Vault ability. Use Springer High Vault to get up. There is a large chain structure and the egg is right on top. I will constantly be referencing to it.
There is a pre-event escort that starts up in Diviner’s Reach with Second Spear Nayrim. I also included a picture of looking towards the center of the room with chest behind you. Dark Canyon Griffon Egg You can see this egg from the roost. Then use your springer high vault to get up top. The griffon nest is very high up so use your springer’s high
vault to get up top. Need to use Springer high vault to jump up.
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